The availability of ground-truth flow field is crucial for quantitative evaluation of any optical flow computation method. The fidelity of test data is also important when artificially generated. Therefore, we generated sequences of artificial flow fields together with an artificial images based on given real-world sample image. The presented framework benefits of a two-layered approach in which user-selected foreground was locally moved and inserted into an generated background based on real image. The background is similar to input sample image while the foreground is extracted from original and so is the same. The framework is capable of generating 2D and 3D image sequences of arbitrary length. Several examples of the version tuned to simulate real fluorescent microscope images are presented.
MOTIVATION and TERMS
The optical flow is, according to Horn and Schunck [1] , the distribution of apparent velocities of movement of brightness patterns in an image. In other words, the outcome of an optical flow computation method, applied on two consecutive images, is a flow field in which a velocity vector is assigned to every voxel in the image. The vector represents movement of a given voxel from the first frame to the second. This is often used for representation of a movement in the sequence of images [2] . In particular, optical flow methods are often used for analysis of time-lapse image sequences acquired from fluorescence optical microscope [3, 4] .
The most common approach to validation of a method for computing optical flow is to compare its result to some certain flow field [5] that is commonly termed as ground-truth flow field. We don't have the ground-truth information at hand when testing on real data, unfortunately. Therefore, automatically generated pseudo-real high-fidelity test images together with correct flow fields may prove very useful. For example, vast amount of unbiased data may speed up the tuning of an existing or newly developed optical flow computation method by allowing for its immediate evaluation over close-to-real data. Since we considered 3D image as a stack of 2D images, we didn't utilize any 3D-to-2D projection -flow field remained truly 3D. Thus, we refer to such a 2D or 3D flow field as to a ground-truth flow field.
The three images illustrate idea of optical flow. The left-most and the right-most images are related through the flow field in the middle. The flow field describes the movement of each pixel from the first (in the left) to the second (in the right) frame. If movements of all pixels from the first frame were described in advance, we could compute the second frame by forward transformation [6] . Or, we could compute the first frame by backward transformation [6] if the second frame were given -like we did in this illustration. The flow field describes the movement given by superposition of rotation 3deg clockwise around a cell's centre, translation by (2px,-2px) and four local translations of foreground regions with distances up to 3px. Anyway, notice artifacts in the left image.
Colour coding of flow field representations: the colour determines the direction of given flow vector, the intensity determines the length of given vector. 
AIMS
The primary aim is to create a pair of new grayscale images similar to the given real-world image together with appropriate flow field. We propose a framework, that allows for evaluation of optical flow computing methods, which we would like to be: -flexible: it should handle global cell (background) motion together with independent local (foreground) motion of selected intracellular structures -a phenomenon observed in microscopy -accurate: created images should perfectly resemble the real-world images as well as created flow field should describe the movements that are displayed -a ground-truth flow field -fast and simple to use We had intentionally widened the mask of foreground regions to remove the brighter corona just around the black region.
The filling of removed foreground regions. We show the performance of filling depending on the size of foreground mask: a) wider and b) original.
The sample image after the empty regions were filled. The removal of brighter corona allowed the region to appear visually more similar to the original background.
A background image in the end of the generation process. Foreground regions are inserted afterwards.
Example of output image. Foreground regions were subject to additional local independent motions and then embedded into the background image. Brighter patches (the result of filling) "under" foreground regions were almost dimished. Illustration of flow fields concatenation, a "grey" flow field is concatenated to the "green" one. In a), backward transformation was used to shift the grey flow field (which resulted in "blue" flow field) so that vectors at same origins can be summed
Example of local flow fields. Only the outlined patches corresponding to the foreground regions are embedded into output flow field.
Example of an output flow field consisting predominantly of global flow field with embedded individual foreground motions. up, example of such a result is in b). This is of particular importance for the generation of three-or-more image sequences. In order to keep the number of image data transformations as low as possible, it proved to be better to store separate flow fields describing the overall movement of each foreground component from the original position in the sample image into the actual one, rather than iteratively shift the regions in a frame-by-frame manner.
Overlaying of foreground patch over background image exactly according to the foreground mask. Notice the sharp edge.
Overlaying of foreground patch over background image exactly according to the foreground mask which was dilated beforehand. Edge is diminished a bit.
Overlaying of foreground patch over background image according to the weights. These are illustrated in the plot below. The weights are result of modified distance transform on dilated foreground mask. Interleaving created seamless insertion.
The same foreground region in the original sample image.
A Image of weights:
Example of weights used for interleaving of foreground region into generated background image. The plot is an intensity profile along the white line within the image of weights. New pixel value is determined as weighted sum of both pixels, the blue line is for background values while the green line is used for foreground values. The resulting value is inserted only if it is above the value of background.
In the left and right sections: development of positions (in green) of selected 2 foreground regions within the mask of possible positions (in dark blue); the brighter the green colour is, the more recent the position is. In the middle section: maps for decision support of a direction of next movement; each pixel in the map determines a unique movement vector; intensity determines the probability of this vector to be chosen; from top row: two selected components' maps of possible positions from the given position, after involving the length of possible vectors and after taking into account the previous direction.
RESULTS
-We confirm that this approach created high-fidelity image data according to the generated flow fields. -Created images were based on the sample image. -Background image data was generated according to the sample image. -Foreground regions were copied from the sample image. -Seamless insertion of foreground regions into generated background improved the fidelity. -This alleviated the need for perfect segmentation of foreground regions. -Slice-per-slice formation of 3D background was observed to improve the fidelity too. -The mask of possible positions enabled more realistic movements of foreground components (for instance, they didn't appear outside the cell). -It could also be used to steer individual foreground movements. -The framework supported for temporal smoothness of movement of each foreground region.
-We tested this framework in two versions: utilizing backward and forward transformations. -We found out that forward version is up to two orders of magnitude slower for 2D image sequences. -We modified just the backward version for creating arbitrarily-long artificial image sequences [7] . -It required less than 5 minutes to generate sequence of 50 images on Pentium4 2.6GHz.
